Department of Transportation
123 NW Flanders St
Portland, Oregon 97209
(503) 731-8232

June 30, 2020
Columbia River Gorge Commission
POBox:730
1 Town & Country Square
White Salmon, WA 98672
RE: Management Plan Review Agency Comments
Members of the Gorge Commission and Gorge Commission Staff,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on the Gorge 2020 Plan. ODOT, in conjunction with
WSDOT submitted comments in March 2016. Some of our comments were addressed, but others were not.
ODOT re-submits an annotated copy of those comments, along with the additional comments below.
ODOT text recommendations are cited by chapter and then page, with blue italics to explain the recommended
change and strikethrough where appropriate.

Part I, Chapter 3, Natural Resources

Proposed text on P109 – GMA Policies. 5. Practicable measures shall be applied to minimize unavoidable
impacts to streams, ponds, lakes, aquatic and riparian areas.
Please refine or modify the language regarding riparian areas. “Riparian areas” is a vague term (from the
definitions in the Glossary, p484: Riparian area: The area immediately adjacent to streams, ponds, lakes, and
wetlands that directly contributes to the water quality and habitat components of the water body. This may
include areas that have high water tables and soils and vegetation that exhibit characteristics of wetness, as
well as upland areas immediately adjacent to the water body that directly contribute shade, nutrients, cover, or
debris, or that directly enhance water quality within the water body.) This definition with the “may include”
language makes it difficult to assess riparian areas with certainty understandable to all parties.
Current SMA and GMA policies require buffers around water resources. Including riparian areas basically
adds a buffer around a buffer. Scientifically, the term riparian (areas adjacent to streams that affect their
function) is vague--a hydrologist would potentially define the riparian area as the hyporheic zone which in the
Gorge would likely be only a few feet. Whereas a stream entomologist would look at potential detrital inputs
which could be coming from many hundreds of feet. It is generally just difficult to define the “riparian”
boundaries. These differing definitions could lead to confusion and uncertainty. The original language
wetland/water resource section discusses the importance of riparian areas with wetlands and streams, but
never placed a buffer on them- because they actually are buffers. Placing them as part of the water resources
and then placing a buffer around water resources is putting a buffer around a buffer.
It would be less ambiguous and consistent with the current regulations if riparian areas were dropped from the
regulations and replaced with buffers.
From the summary of Natural Resources chapter changes provided with the Management Plan update materials
on the Gorge Commission website, this chapter “Updated “sensitive wildlife species” to “rare” as a term, given
that “sensitive” is both a specific type of status and also a generic term for status species.”
Our resource specialists prefer the term “regulated” or “CRGNSA regulated” rather than “rare,” as this also
has other meanings. ODOT supports removing the “sensitive” from the language for the reasons cited above.

Part I, Chapter 4, Recreation Resources

Page 163. GMA objective for resource based recreation (also in the SMA policy section overall goals):
1. Provide equitable and accessible (regardless of income level, ethnicity, gender, ability, or age) resource-based
recreation opportunities
ODOT strongly supports this change, as it could allow for public transit and alternative modes to support
equitable access to recreation facilities.
2. Collaborate with partner agencies and stakeholders to develop management strategies and actions to protect
and enhance recreation opportunities and experiences, and natural, scenic and cultural resources from overuse at
popular recreation sites and trails.
ODOT strongly supports this change, as it is consistent with the recommendations in the 2019 Historic
Highway Congestion and Transportation Safety Plan.
Page 169 Transportation Topic
General comment – “Mass transportation” is an outdated term. Public transit or transportation alternatives is
a much more flexible and common term to address the same topic. Public transit does not have to move a large
amount of people, or “mass” to be effective in achieving the Scenic Area Goals.
GMA Objective 2. Encourage mass transportation alternatives and modal priority to important recreation
facilities that offer both access to such sites and recreation experiences themselves.
ODOT recommends removing “mass” ahead of transportation as transportation alternatives include transit
and add “modal priority” after “alternatives” so that land managers have the ability to plan how to prioritize
those arriving at sites using various transportation modes.
Page 170 GMA Policy 1. Except for sites predominantly devoted to boat access, accommodation of facilities for
mass transportation shall be required for new RIC 3 and 4 day-use recreation sites, and encouraged for new RIC
class 1 and 2 day-use recreation sites, where site design manages social encounters within the applicable
standard.
ODOT supports the inclusion of this provision in both the GMA and SMA, and appreciates that it keeps transit
or transportation alternatives top of mind for land managers/owners developing recreational sites.
Page 185 SMA Policy 6 Existing language includes “Comprehensive recreation resource planning shall be
encouraged to foster a unified, regional approach and de-emphasize jurisdictional divisions.”
ODOT suggests the above SMA policy language to be included in the GMA policy language found on page 163.

Part II Chapter 7: General Policies and Guidelines

Page 311. Rockfall structures were added rockfall structures to transportation facilities allowed outright (Under
section H (1))
ODOT supports the inclusion of rockfall structures, but seek clarity on definition of “structure” does this
include rockfall mesh if it is draped from supports or pinned to a hillside (i.e. the structure)?
Added extension of traffic barriers less than 50 feet to transportation facilities allowed outright (Under section
H (5))
ODOT supports the inclusion of traffic barriers, but seek clarity on definition – does this include cable barrier?
Seems separate from guardrail which is explicitly called out.
Replaced guardrails with “traffic barriers” to transportation facilities allowed outright, though the end of the
paragraph indicates that this category does not include jersey barriers (Under section H (5)(1))
Could you clarify the difference between a traffic barrier and the referenced jersey barrier? See above comment
if this means cable barriers. Could it mean the white wooden guardrail found along the Historic Highway? The
masonry rail? These are different from guardrails in the transportation world. Additionally, jersey barrier is

not a commonly used term anymore GM or concrete barriers are preferred to eliminate the geographic
reference.
Page 320. Under Expedited Development Review Process, Development eligible for expedited review (in both
SMA/GMA) replaced “guardrail” with “traffic barriers” to elements eligible for expedited review, however this
says “does not include jersey barriers”
Barriers (including the concrete or GM, also known as jersey barriers) are a basic transportation safety tool
transportation agencies use throughout the Gorge on the medians and shoulders of I-84 and other facilities.
ODOT suggests including cable barriers and concrete barrier/jersey barrier in this segment to be eligible for
expedited review.

Part III, Action Program Chapter 1, Climate Change

GMA policies on page 382 policy 5 (last sentence): The Gorge Commission will convene regional discussions
on alternatives to automobile transit to achieve multiple objectives under the Act and to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.
ODOT recommends modifying this sentence to read: The Gorge Commission will convene and coordinate
activities and regional discussions in conjunction with state transportation and transit agencies on alternatives
to automobile transit to achieve multiple objectives under the Act and to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Part III, Chapter 3 Economic Development

P 392. GMA policy 8: The Gorge Commission recognizes the importance of adequate, efficient and reliable
infrastructure (such as water, sewer, roads, energy, telecommunications, and broadband) to protect health and
safety, and to support the economic vitality of the Gorge.
ODOT supports this language; however, the reference to roads is limiting and recommend replacing “roads”
with “transportation network” to include items wider than just a specific strip of asphalt (broadening to
network acknowledges the role of transit, bridges, or cycling, for example).

Glossary

P477 – Key viewing areas definition was clarified to include associated parking areas, rest areas, gathering
spots, and trailheads. The Historic Columbia River Highway includes the Historic Highway State Trail.
It is not clear from the language if the rest areas, gathering points, roads and trails are existing or future, and
ODOT staff recommends clarification that the KVAs are only for existing facilities cited above, not those in
design or under consideration. The majority of ODOT’s projects in the Gorge consist of creating Key Viewing
Areas (The Historic Highway State Trail, associated parking areas, gathering spots, and trailheads), and it
creates confusion as to from where we are meant to do our visual analysis.
I am happy to answer any questions you may have on these comments and appreciate the opportunity to provide
feedback to update and modify the Gorge Management Plan.
Sincerely,

Terra Lingley, AICP
Oregon Department of Transportation
Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area Coordinator
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